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Accounting for Transfer of Assets 
from Customers

The past few decades of increased economic 
activity, has led to newer ways of doing business. 
Transactions have become so complex that, often, 
the organisations run out of guidance on how to 
recognise, measure and disclose these transactions in 
their financial statements. Accounting bodies had to 
step in, to fill this gap, by bringing newer accounting 
treatments for these transactions and standardisation 
thereof. 

One transaction which falls in the above category 
is, where a customer gives some assets to its vendors 
and requires them to provide certain goods or services, 
using the assets so delivered or to connect the customer 
on the vendor’s network. This practice is normally 
prevalent, where the vendors are utility companies 
like the ones that supply electricity or water, telecom 
companies, or may even be IT companies that deliver 
certain services to their customers. Though these types 
of transactions are rather infrequent, they posed special 
accounting problems for the vendors who received the 
assets, as to the measurement and disclosure. 

IFRIC 18 – “Transfer of Assets from customers” has been introduced to address the accounting 
needs of transactions involving receipt of assets from customers. The interpretation is 
also applicable where an entity transfers cash to its vendors for creation of assets used to 
provide goods or services. It mandates the accounting for the recipient (transferee) and 
not the customer (transferor). An attempt has been made in this article to look into the 
pronouncement in detail and develop a better understanding.
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IFRIC 18 was published by IASB on 29th January 2009 
and came into effect in respect of all accounting 

periods commenced on or after 31st October 2009 for 
all entities in the European Union and Australia and 
has to be applied for all transactions of this nature 
effective 1st July 2009. This guidance converges the 

hitherto divergent practices being followed.

International Financial Reporting Standards 
Interpretation Committee (IFRIC) has started to work 
on a draft guidance on these transactions, and a draft 
for this has been first published in January 2008. After 
deliberations, it has come out with guidance in the form 
of IFRIC 18 – “Transfer of Assets from customers”, 
to address the accounting needs of these specific 
transactions. The interpretation is also applicable 
where an entity transfers cash to its vendors, for 
creation of assets used to provide goods or services. 

IFRIC 18 was published by IASB on 29th January 
2009 and came into effect in respect of all accounting 
periods commenced on or after 31st October 2009 for 
all entities in the European Union and Australia and 
has to be applied for all transactions of this nature 
effective 1st July 2009. This guidance converges the 
the hitherto divergent practices being followed. Prior 
to the guidance, there have been varied accounting 
practices prevalent, wherein some entities recorded 
customer contributions at nil value as they were 
obtained free of cost, while others recorded them at 
some nominal amount and yet some others arrived at 
a value for these and deferred the revenue over the life 
of the asset. The interpretation excludes transactions 
falling in the scope of IAS 20 – Government Grants 
and IFRIC -12 Service concession agreements.

The guidance specifies the accounting treatment to 
be followed by the receiver of the assets and not the 
contributor. IFRIC 18 specifies the treatment, that the 
receiving entity must initially recognise the asset so 
received at fair value in its balance sheet and depending 
on the facts of the contract, record proportionate 
revenue upfront or defer over a period of time. The 
period over which the revenue has to be recognised 
is determined by the terms of agreement with the 
customer. However, in case the period of service is 
not agreed upon or is not clear, then the revenues shall 
be recognised over a period not exceeding the useful 
life of the asset received. In any case, the period or 
revenue recognition shall be the shorter of the contract 
term or the useful life of the asset, whichever is less. 

The revenue recognised will be equal to the fair value 
of the asset.

The interpretation specifies among others, treatment 
on the following lines.

1. Recognise the item as asset in the balance sheet.
2. Arrive at the fair value of the asset for 

capitalisation.
3. Timing and the quantum of revenue recognition.
The above points though specified in the guidance, 

are not dealt with therein with detail, due to the fact 
that they are covered by respective standards like IAS 
16 – Property Plant & Equipment, IFRS 13 Fair Value 
Measurement and IAS 18 – Revenue.

The vendor has to satisfy itself that there is a 
case for capitalising the item received. It will have to 
check as to, does it have the power to use the item as 
it chooses and can restrict others from using it. Even 
the customer shall not have significant control over the 
transferred items and the entity shall be liable only to 
provide the deliverables using the assets contributed 
by the customer. If the customer continues to control 
the transferred item or has the power to direct how it 
has to be used, then the definition of an asset is not met, 
even if the legal title has passed to the vendor. Once it 
is determined that there is a case for capitalising the 
item as an asset in the balance sheet, the fair value 
of it has to be determined. This can be a complicated 
process, depending on the nature of the asset, taking 
into consideration the restrictions that the customer 
may impose on the asset and the type of deliverable 
that is expected from the vendor.

Once the vendor capitalises the assets in its balance 
sheet, it will depreciate the PPE over its useful life, 
and also as mentioned earlier, the revenues will be 
accrued over the term of the contract term or useful 
life, whichever is lesser. This ensures that there is a 
proper matching between the revenues and costs.

Initially, the draft of the interpretation contained 
a proposal, that revenues must be deferred in all 
cases over the shorter of the periods of performance 
obligation or the life of the asset. However, based 
on the comments received for the exposure draft 
it has been decided that, in case an entity does not 
have any further performance obligations arising in 
respect of customer contributions once a connection 
to the network has been established. The entity may 
recognise the revenues upfront. 

The vendor has to assess whether connecting the 
customer to the network itself has a value to the custo-
mer or is it that the vendor has any further obligation 
apart from just connecting the customer on to the 
network. In case the vendor has no further obligation 
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The guidance specifies the accounting treatment 
to be followed by the receiver of the assets and not 

the contributor. IFRIC 18 specifies the treatment, 
that the receiving entity must initially recognise the 

asset so received at fair value in its balance sheet 
and depending on the facts of the contract, record 

proportionate revenue upfront or defer over a period 
of time. The period over which the revenue has to be 
recognised is determined by the terms of agreement 

with the customer.

than just connecting the customer who delivered the 
assets on its network, then the entire fair value of the 
assets can be recognised upfront as revenue. 

However, in case where apart from connecting the 
customer, the vendor also needs to perform services for 
a certain period, then the fair value has to be deferred 
and recognised over the period, unless the vendor can 
allocate a fair value to the connection which is very 
difficult in practice. To allocate a part of the fair value to 
the connection itself, the vendor has to consider factors 
such as, can the customer switch the service provider, 
in case the customer cannot do that then the connection 
will have no stand alone value and the vendor cannot 
recognise any revenue on the just connecting the 
customer. The fair value across different deliverables 
can be arrived at, using relative method or the residual 
method for non-delivered items.

Example: 
A builder has developed a township and needs to 
connect the houses and office spaces with water, the 
utility company mandates that the builder puts up the 
pipelines, mains, etc. and the water company will then 
connect the builder’s network to its pipelines, to ensure 
that the township gets water and the consumption will 
be paid as per normal rates.

In this case, the connection itself has value to the 
builder as the township is not salable without water 
connection. The only obligation for the vendor is 
connecting the customer to its network. Once that 
is done, the vendor has no further deliverables. In 
this case, the fair value of the assets forming part 
of the pipeline network that the builder has created 
and transferred to the vendor, can be recognised as 
revenue upon connection itself, as there are no further 
obligations which the vendor needs to satisfy.

However, where the water company offers a 
concessional rate to the township for consumption of 
water for say five years, as a result of having contributed 
the assets, then there is a continuing obligation for the 
vendor to be satisfied over a period of five years. In this 
case, the fair value has to be split into two parts - one 
that can be recognised for connection and another over 
the term of five years. In many cases, the vendor will 
not be able to arrive at the fair value of the connection 
due to lack of data. In this case, the entire amount has 
to be spread over the term of five years.

Northumbrian Water Group Plc a British water 
supply and sewerage company listed on the London 
stock exchange, has mentioned in its 2011 annual 
report that the prior year balance sheet (comparative 
numbers for 2010) have been restated to comply with 

IFRIC 18 and this resulted in the increase of Property 
plant & equipment (PPE) and deferred revenue by £ 14 
million in respect of assets transferred by customers. 
It also mentions in its notes to consolidated financial 
statements, that the deferred revenues are amortised 
to the income statement over the expected useful 
economic lives of the assets. 

At the time of determination of revenue, the vendor 
must give due consideration to the performance 
obligations it has undertaken as a result of receiving the 
assets. In case the obligations are spread over a period 
of time or comprise of multiple tasks, then they must be 
separated and revenues have to be established for each 
deliverable and are to be accounted for, in accordance 
with IAS 18 as multiple deliverables. The guidance 
is silent on how an entity determines its performance 
obligations, and hence this will be a difficult task to 
identify and separate the obligations. This will involve 
judgment to be made by the management.

Example: 
A steel company proposes to set up a factory in a 
remote area where there is no infrastructure. The 
company requests the railways to connect it on their 
network which will enable the train to bring the raw 
materials to the factory and deliver manufactured 
goods. As per the agreement, the company will pay 
the railways R10 crore cash to build the track and 
the track so built will be owned by the railways. The 
railways will then use this track to send a goods train 
to the factory. There are also certain villages along the 
track in which the railway runs another train and takes 
the entire proceeds. The company has no say in how 
the railways uses the track once it is built, except for 
requiring the railway to send train at regular intervals. 
Assume the life of the track at 20 years.

From the railways perspective, cash received 
and spent on the construction of the track can be 
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At the time of determination of revenue, the vendor 
must give due consideration to the performance 

obligations it has undertaken as a result of receiving 
the assets.  In case the obligations are spread 

over a period of time or comprise of multiple tasks, 
then they must be separated and revenues have to 
be established for each deliverable and are to be 

accounted for, in accordance with IAS 18 as multiple 
deliverables.

capitalised as PPE as the asset belongs to the railways. 
The railways has complete control over the track, the 
customer has no say in how the railways manages or 
uses the track. It can prevent either the customer or any 
other party from using the track without its permission. 
The accounting can be done by the railways as.
Bank A/c Dr 10 Property Plant & 

Equipment
Dr 10

Deferred 
Revenue

Cr 10 Bank Cr 10

(Receipt of funds for 
construction)

(Capitalisation of Assets 
constructed with the 
cash)

Deferred 
Revenue        

Dr 0.5 Depreciation Dr 0.5

Revenues Cr 0.5 Accumulated 
Depreciation

Cr 0.5

(Revenue recognition) (Depreciation of the 
value of the asset over the 
useful life)

In the example, with others remaining the same, if 
the railways is to serve the company for only 10 years 
as per agreement, then with others remaining the same, 
the revenue recognition will be R1 crore every year, 
as the amortisation of the deferred revenue is to be 
done over the life of the asset or the period of service 
obligation whichever is shorter.

Although the practice of customers giving assets 
to service provider is prevalent in utility companies, 
it can also be increasingly seen in industries like IT 
services, customer care, etc., whereby IT companies 
takeover existing hardware or infrastructure from their 
customers in outsourcing deals and use these assets 
to provide the maintenance or other services to the 
customers. There are increasing number of agreements 
in this nature, which will render the IFRIC very 
important.

Say an IT services company undertakes to operate 
a data centre of a customer who has outsourced its IT 
activities, and the customer transfers all the assets to 
the vendor free of cost and agrees that the IT company 
needs to maintain the data centre for five years and 
any replacement of the assets shall be done by the IT 
company. The IT company will charge the customer a 
fixed amount per man month for maintenance, which 
will be lower than what the charge would have been 
had the assets not been transferred. In this case, the 
fair value of the assets acquired, namely servers, 
computers, laptops, software, etc. will be calculated 
and will be deferred to revenues, to be recognised over 

the tenure of service or the life of the assets, whichever 
is shorter. It is pertinent to note, that each asset class 
will have a different useful life and hence, the revenue 
amortisation has to be done appropriately, having 
regard to the class of asset and the period of service 
obligation.

Presentation in Cash Flow Statement 
As IFRIC 18 is also applicable where a vendor 
receives cash from the customer for construction 
of assets, it is also required to see where these cash 
inflows are disclosed in the cash flow statement. Prior 
to the issuance of the guidance, entities were free 
to present this either as cash flows from operating 
activities or those from investing activities. The 
reasons for presentation of cash flows from customers 
under investing activities, was due to the fact that 
these were for acquisition of fixed assets and have to 
be shown under investing activities. However, after the 
implementation of the guidance, the entities have to 
present these only under operating activities, due to the 
fact that the receipt of the cash has to be credited to 
revenues or deferred revenues as the case may be, and 
being classified as revenues, they have to be presented 
only in the operating section of the statement. 

IFRIC 18 – IGAAP Perspective as per the Converged Ind 
AS
In the wake of convergence of the Indian Accounting 
standards with the IFRS, a clear guidance for the 
recognition of the revenue on transactions involving 
transfer of assets by customers has been given for the 
first time by incorporating the requirements of IFRIC 
18 as an annexure to the new standard Ind AS 18 – 
Revenue. The Ind AS 18 is a comprehensive standard 
that brings all the guidance prescribed under IFRS 
concerning revenue into one standard. The guidance 
given in Annexure C to the new standard is exactly in 
line with requirements specified in IFRIC 18 and can 
be considered a replica of the latter pronouncement. 
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In the wake of convergence of the Indian Accounting 
standards with the IFRS, a clear guidance for the 

recognition of the revenue on transactions involving 
transfer of assets by customers has been given for 
the first time by incorporating the requirements of 

IFRIC 18 as an annexure to the new standard Ind  
AS 18 – Revenue.

Paragraph 11 of the standard, lays down the first step 
of the accounting practice to be followed, specifying 
that an entity shall capitalise the assets in its balance 
sheet at fair value of the assets received. The appendix 
then prescribes the accounting treatment for revenue to 
be in line with the IFRIC guidance and identification 
of performance obligations for recognition of revenue.

Way Forward
The IASB is currently working with FASB of US for 
convergence in the accounting standards relating to 
revenue. The revised standard will incorporate all the 
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guidance under IFRS related to revenues at a single 
point, making it a comprehensive standard. Even the 
revised standard does not specify a treatment any 
different from the existing practice. This standard will 
result in withdrawal of all the existing revenue related 
literature IAS 11 – Construction Contracts, IAS 18 
– Revenue, IFRIC 15 - Agreements for construction 
of real estate, IFRIC 18 – Transfer of assets from 
customers and SIC 31– Barter transactions involving 
Advertising services. After long, an exposure draft has 
been published in June 2010, based on the comment 
letters received and modification, IASB re-exposed 
the standard for comments in November 2011 for 
comments till March 2012. This draft maybe finalised 
tentatively around late 2012 or early 2013. However, 
the revised standard may not be applicable to any 
accounting periods before 1st January 2015. Till then, 
IFRIC 18 remains the only literature to prescribe 
accounting for these types of transactions. ■
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